This tutorial describes considerations in writing parallelized discrete-event simulations.
INTRODUCTION
The use of parallel computers to execute discreteevent simulations has been a topic of active research interest for the last fifteen years. The seminal work by Chandy and Misra was done well before parallel computers were in common use, and (perhaps surprisingly), was principally motivated by concerns other than performance, What has become known as the "null-message" algorithm (Chandy and Misra, 1979) was developed as an example of a distributed algorithm to be validated;
Chandy and Misra's later work on detecting and breaking deadlock also retained a strong flavor of algorithm validation.
Jefferson's seminal Time Warp paper (Jefferson, 1985) had interests in proving the correctness of the method, but importantly was proposed as a way to avoid "blocking" inherent in the Chandy and Misra work, so as to improve upon available parallelism and possibly improve performance.
Since these early times, a great deal of research has gone into new algorithms for synchronization and optimization for the old ones. So-called "conserva tive" algorithms have their philosophical base in the Chandy and Misra approach.
A defining characteristic of a conservative approach is that no computation is ever done that might possibly be incorrect.
A defining characteristic of so-called "optimistic" approaches is that some incorrect computations maybe done, but the synchronization system is capable of automatically detecting and correcting such errors.
Reynolds made a number of important refinements to this classification (Reynolds, 1988) , for our purposes two stand out. Optimism has the components of aggressiveness-doing computations that may turn out to be incorrect-and risk-exporting the results of an incorrect computation on one processor to other processors. As we will see, it is possible, even desirable, to use a protocol where there is aggressiveness but not risk.
As medium-scale parallel processors become common, it is natural for a simulationist to ask "Should I use parallel simulation?"
, and if the answer is yes, to ask just how that simulation ought to be constructed. One option is to use a parallel simulation package, the other is to handle the synchronization issues yourself, in your own code. One principle disadvantage of using a package is that it may not work on the architectures available to you. Another is that these (few) packages are products of universities, so you cannot expect much support as you encounter difficulties or discover that the package does not allow you to to model quite the way you had intended.
The principle advantage of parallel simulation packages is that the details of synchronization are largely hidden from you. The advantage of writing your own simulator from scratch is that you are fully aware of all the details, and can optimize the synchronization to the problem you are simulating. The disadvantage is that it is definitely more work to build your own synchronization mechanisms, and, depending on the type of synchronies tion you use, as your model evolves you made need to alter the synchronization strategy, Nevertheless, home-grown parallel simulators are viable for target applications where the semantics are well understood and unlikely to change, e.g., queueing networks, Petri nets.
There is an extremely important application area for roll-your-own parallel simulations emerging, the "High Level Architecture" (HLA) specifications that will determine how to construct a federated distributed simulation from cooperating simulators. The HLA specs principally call for conservative synchronization between individual simulators, and explicitly provide a mechanism for a simulator to report its "lookahead" to the controlling agent. Consequently, understanding the principles of conservative synchronization for that context will be quite important. 
World Views
Simulation modelers frequently describe models as having an "event" world view, or a "process" world view.
In the event world view the behavior of the model is described in terms of how the simulation model changes when an event is processed.
For instance, the code for an event-oriented queueing simulator will identify events such as DepartQueue, At= m'veQueue and with each event will proscribe code that affects the simulation state w a result of the event occurring.
A process-oriented view expresses the logic of the simulation at a higher level of abstraction. , packets, jobs, parts, patients, vehicles, etc.) and contention among these objects for network resources. The way one process typically affects another is by sending it an object, after that object has acquired and used some resource. A concrete example of this is a queueing network. The network is partitioned among processors; a job contends for service, and after receiving it is routed to another another queue, possibly to one on a different processor, Consider a resource mapped to process p, such that after an object uses that resource it migrates to contend for a resource that is mapped to a different process q. The nature of the resource allocation scheme affects p's lookahead.
If allocation is nonpreemptive (that is, once a resource is allocated to an object it is not released until that object has completed its service), then p knows that an object in service will remain in service without the possibility of another object acquiring that same resource, and possibly releasing it and migrating to q sooner than would the original process. Another factor is the mechanism by which the resource is released and the object migrates. In a queueing network, a job frequently receives a known amount of service, and its departure time is known at the point the job enters service. In other models it is possible that the object holds the resource until told to release it. p's ability to look ahead relies then on being able to predict when such release directives are issued.
There are further complications.
It might be that an object does not know where it is migrating until its point of departure. This happens, for instance, if a job leaves one queue and joins the shortest queue from among a set, at the point of departure.
It might be that at the point the object begins its service p knows what the state of the object will be when it migrates, it might be that it does not (for instance, if the object carries with it information relating to the simulation state at the time of departure). To exploit this we can interleave execution of the computer program to get the mew surements, and the timing simulator.
Dimensions of Lookahead
We now classify dimensions of lookahead, knowledge of which will prove useful when we develop synchronization protocols.
Time / Content Lookahead
Our informal definition of lookahead focuses on the temporal aspect, and has nothing to say about the content of the next event p may send to q. Consider: p may know simply that it will not affect g at a time less than t,or, it may know that it will affect q at time t, and it knows how it will do so. The latter case is what we call '(content" lookahead; its presence clearly indicates that p has a better ability to predict future behavior.
Intuitively, process q maybe able to use content lookahead in a more advanced way than purely time lookahead.
Another possibility is that p knows that it will affect q at time t,but will not know exactly how it will do so until later-perhaps only at time t. From q's perspective, knowledge that something specific will occur at time tmay be handled differently from knowledge that nothing will happen before time t.The difference is subtle, but may have an impact on how q is implemented.
Bounded / Exact Time Lookahead
There is a difference between p knowing that it will not affect q before time t,and p knowing that it will not affect q before time t and that it will affect q at time t,The former case is "bounded-time lookahead" and the latter case "exact-time lookahead". The distinction has an effect on the way that q deals with the information. In fact, if p hss content lookahead and exact-time lookahead, then the lookahead information suffices to actually deliver the forecast event to q. One distinction is whether a protocol is synchronous or asynchronous (or both).
This distinction is drawn based on how the lookahead is used and distributed.
In an asynchronous protocol, when process q is specifically told that p might affect it at time t, process q then blocks at t until told otherwise, A synchronous protocol involves some sort of global reduction synchronization. Processes that participate in the reduction provide lookahead values to it; the result of the reduction governs how far a process may advance before blocking. Synchronous protocols find a way tcj combine lookahead information from multiple sources.
Some synchronous protocols use the notion of conditional lookahead. For instance, the YAWNS (Nicol et al. 1989 , Nicol 1993 protocol works using two principle ideas. First, that every message sent by one process to another is pre-sent in time and content, For instance, if a job enters service at a nonpreemptive queue and we know its service time and routing destination, then at the point it enters service its arrival at the next queue may be reported. The second idea is that a process be able to examine its state and determine a lower bound on the time of the next message it sends, conditioned on the assumption that no further messages are received. Each process is thus computing conditional lookahead. Each offers that conditional lookahead to a global tin-reduction. The value produced by the reduction is a simulation time up to which all processes may advance asynchronously of all others, without concern for receiving a message in its past. Another way lookahead is combined is through 'lookahead propagation networks". This can be effective when the underlying simulation model is of a network where one can view the nodes as adding delay to received objects, then propagating the objects.
The fundamental idea is best described with an example.
Say we have a queueing server that is presently idle but has pre-sampled the service time of the next arrival.
If the server has no idea of when next an arrival might occur, it must assume the worst, that an arrival will come immediately. That estimate can obviously be improved if a way is found to bound the arrival time of the next arrival,
The lookahead propagation network does this. The idea is to compute minimal length paths through a network that has the topology of the simulated network; nodes in the lookahead propagation network are weighted with the value of the service time to be given to the next arrival.
Receiving a lower bound on the arrival time of a job from any source, an idle node adds to this bound its presampled service delay and offers to its successors the sum as a bound on when next it will propagate a job to them.
PROTOCOLS
As a concrete application of these ideas, we now look at some synchronization protocols and observe how they differ in their use and requirements of lookahead.
Null Message Protocol
The original protocol (Chandy and Misra, 1979) (discovered independently by B yrant, 1977) describes a distributed simulation in terms of "logical processes" (LPs), and "channels" between those processes. It is assumed that the channels are static; one might imagine a directed graph where LPs are nodes and channels are edges. One LP affects another by sending it a message over a channel.
The message has a time-stamp on it, the time at which it affects the receiver.
All such communication is point-tc-point.
It is assumed that messages from one LP to another appear at the receiver in the order they were sent. A distinction is made between having the message show up at the receiver, and having that LP "accept" the message, e.g., pull it out of the channel and incorporate it into its own state. An LP can detect when an input channel is empty.
An LP can be certain that it does not execute an event out of order so long as it never accepts a message with a time-stamp less than that of the next internal event the LP has to perform. Consequently, if any of its input channels are empty, the LP must block, Without further structure, this blocking rule makes it quite easy to deadlock; consider-a channel may be declared between two LPs, but through the vagrancies of random sampling no message is ever sent through that channel. To avoid this specific problem one may use so-called "null-messages". The rule becomes that when an LP accepts a message of any kind with time-stamp t,itposts a null-message on each of its output ports for which the next message time is not known. One might naively put timestamp t on such null-messages, so that a null-message is interpreted as a declaration from sender to receiver that the sender has advanced to time t and so implicitly will send no subsequent message with time-stamp less than t.This is still not enough to avoid deadlock, lookahead needs to be incorporated. Iookahead, provided that the LP-channel graph is not a complete graph-a null message is sent to all receivers of output channels from an LP, but it is sent only to those receivers. Finally, null-message type protocols use unconditional lookahead.
Appointments
Imagine a simulation with the same type of static LP-channel structure as is assumed by null-message protocols, but with additional assumed intelligence on the part of LPs. We now require an LP to maintain on each of its output channels an "appointment" time (Nicol and Reynolds, 1984; Nicol 1988) . One can think of the transferal of an appointment from sender to receiver as a null-message, but with some critical differences. First, the semantics of message acceptance becomes different from null-messages. In the null-message approach a message is not accepted from a channel before the LP is prepared to process that null-message, at its posted time-stamp. In an appointment-based protocol the receiver understands the appointment as a promise by the sender not to transmit any message with larger time-stamp. For its part the receiver tacitly promises not to advance its simulation clock beyond any appointment. Consequently the receiver may accept the appointment at any time, and bases its blocking decisions on accepted appointment values rather than unaccepted null-message times.
The practical import of this is that at the point it accepts an appointment, the information there contained may allow the receiver to improve upon an appointment it provides to yet another LP. For example, suppose process p gives process q an appointment with time-stamp t.Process q is a stochastic queueing server, and knows that it routes all jobs accepted from p to some other process r. p's knowledge of a lower bound on the arrival time of the next job from p may allow it to immediately improve its appointment with r, even if the appointment time lies far into the future.
Whereas (Nicol and Reynolds, 1984) introduced the concept of appointments, it was only later in (Nicol, 1988) where they were actually used. The proposed appointments calculation procedure also introduced the idea of using a "shadow network", or as we have termed it here, a lookahead propagation network. Shortest-path computations on the the shadow network were used to push lookahead forward across LPs.
According to our classification, appointment-based protocols differ from null-message-based protocols in their ability to use content-lookahead (if available), and directed lookahead.
A very important difference is that the null-message protocol can be implemented using very little model-specific information.
An aggressive appointment protocol may involve some complex calculations and logic on the part of the LPs. The tradeoff is increased protocol complexity in exchange for sometimes markedly incressed performance.
PUCS
The PUCS protocols (Parallel Uniformized Continuous time Simulator) were developed specifically for simulating continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC) (Heidelberger and Nicol, 1993) . These protocols are essentially appointment-based; their appointments exploit the mathematically structure of CTMCS.
The simplest form of PUCS requires that each sending process identify for each process to which it may send messages a maximum "rate" at which those messages may be dispatched, A typical example is a queue p with n servers, each with service rate p. Jobs leaving p are routed to queue q with probability a. The fastest possible rate at which p routes jobs to g is when all of its servers are busy; that rate is n x a x p.
Using uniformization, the mathematical structure of CTMCS allow the simulation to be performed (at least conceptually) in two phases. In the first phase, each process generates a synchronization sclhedule for all other processes it may affect, and conveys that schedule to them. If the maximum rate at which p affects q is AP~, then the spacing of synchronization points from p to q is random, with an exponential distribution having rate~Pg. These schedules govern synchronization in the second phase, for the synchronization points are appointments.
When process p reaches an appointment time t that it sent ito process q, P randomly decides to actually affect q, or not. It does so by measuring the actual transition rate at which it dispatches messages to q, given p's state at t, call this rate aPq. Then, with probability apq /&q it chooses to undergo a state transition that affects q; with complimentary probability it does not, and merely sends q a message reporting a "pseudo" event instead. In the example of a multi-server /given earlier, if k out of n servers are busy at time t, then an actual state transition occurs at t with probability k/n.
From the point of view of the lookahead chissification scheme, PUCS has bounded-time-lookahead, and directed lookahead.
It is properly seen as a specific way to generate and manage appointments, for a specific problem class.
TNE
The in the sense that any one of the except the one with least time-stamp might be removed aa a consequence of executing an event with smaller timestamp. Of course, with more model specific information we might identify events on the event list that are unconditional, and we might identify events that do not affect existing events on the event list.
In a parallel simulation context a process hsa a set of events; some are known to be unconditional, some are known not to affect existing events on this processor's event list, some are conditional.
However, the one with least time-stamp is not unconditional, at least not before we can establish that the process will not be affected by another at an earlier time.
Chandy and Sherman showed how to transform unconditional events into conditional events, Each process offers to a global rein-reduction the least timestamp among all its conditional events. The reduction delivers the least such to all processes, and this defines a simulation time up to which all processes may simulate concurrently.
Details of how one identifies conditional or unconditional events are model dependent.
The next protocol we examine, YAWNS, gives some refinement to the concept.
The conditional events approach is synchronous; its lookahead is bounded, conditional and undirected, Content-lookahead might be employed in identifying unconditional events on a model specific basis,
YAWNS
The YAWNS (Yet Another Windowing Network Simulator) protocol (Nicol et al., 1989; Nicol, 1993) is an application of conditional event approach. Its principle contribution is to show by mathematics and implementation the utility of a simple conservative tightly synchronized approach in situations where there is ample parallel workload, and lookahead of a specific type.
The key ideaa behind YAWNS were described earlier. The specific resolution YAWNS provides to the conditional event proposal is identification of unconditional events (service completions), and conditional events (next messages out from a process).
The Event Horizon
As a final topic we examine an approach that resembles the YAWNS approach, except that the method is not completely conservative, Theconcept of ''event horizon" (Steinman, 1991) codifies the logic behavior conditional events: given all processes are synchronized at t, the event horizon is the simulation time stamp of the next message to pass between any two processes. Strictly conservative applications of conditional event approaches compute lower bounds on the event horizon. Yet, aa pointed out in (Steinman, 1991) that isn't necessary. So long aa one saves state and withholds sending messages until it is certain that they should be sent, one can compute up to the eventhorizon, From a synchronization point, each process executes events (saving state) up to the point where its time of next event exceeds the time-stamp on any message the process generated but hasn't yet delivered. That time-stamp is the processes local event horizon.
A rnin-reduction on all local event horizons yields the global event horizon.
All messages generated by events with time-stamps no greater than the horizon are delivered; as a result, a processor may receive a message with a time-stamp smaller than its local event horizon; that process will roll back. But, importantly, such rollbacks are entirely local to the process. They do not propagate. Construction of a simulation using this technique is considerablely simpler than one that goes fully optimistic. While the event horizon idea is not strictly conservative, it is a natural and useful extension to idess explored in the conservative context. It should be considered in cases where predicted lookahead is difficult to acquire.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This tutorial haa highlighted key ideas useful for writing one's own parallel discrete-event simulation.
